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SUMMARY
TITLE: “Death Cloud”
LOG LINE: To save an entire planet, you must gain possession of an ancient artifact in order to disable a
devastating Goa’uld terraforming weapon.
STORY OVERVIEW: The Goa’uld Ptah has gained possession of an ancient terraforming device and
rigged it to work as a weapon. Tired of repeated failed attempts to enslave the rebellious people of P4X-982,
Ptah plans to destroy the atmosphere of their planet, making it uninhabitable and killing the entire
population. A Tok’ra operative aboard Ptah’s mothership works as a scientist on the terraforming project.
Once the device is activated, it can only be shut down by a failsafe artifact, which is missing from the
machine. The device cannot simply be detonated because the resulting explosion would take not only the
Ha’tak with it, but kill countless innocents in the heavily populated area around the docked mothership. Soon
after the operative gets this word to the SGC, her identity is discovered by another Goa’uld, and it is only a
matter of time before she is unmasked before Ptah. You must find this failsafe artifact, and deliver it into the
hands of the Tok’ra scientist after taking steps to protect her secret identity.
SETUP: When the Tok’ra contact the SGC about the dangerous new Goa’uld weapon, they ask for
assistance. They inform you that the Goa’uld did not invent this machine, but stole it from the laboratory of
Anu, a long-dead System Lord. More must be learned about the nature of this device. Daniel Jackson and
General Hammond want you to go to Anu’s old planet and dig through his laboratory for clues, inscriptions,
and hopefully find the missing failsafe.
CHARACTERS: This adventure is open to SGC humans and their Jaffa and Tok’ra allies.

STEP OUTLINE (GAMEPLAY DESCRIPTION)
Objective 1: The player must gate to P89-425 and find an ancient inscription to bring back to Daniel
Jackson.
INT. SGC – DAY
A Tok’ra representative, TORAN, arrives through the gate and explains the situation to you, as well as
DANIEL JACKSON and GENERAL GEORGE HAMMOND. You all meet in the briefing room.

TORAN:
We’ve just received word that the Goa’uld Ptah has gained access to a
powerful terraforming device.
HAMMOND:
Are they using it to rehab a planet as a new base?
TORAN:
Quite the opposite. For many years, they have fought to enslave the people of
Xoran, the planet you refer to as P4X-982. After facing defeat again and again,
they have decided to destroy them utterly. They plan to use this device to make
Xoran uninhabitable. Once it is switched on, it cannot be turned off unless its
missing failsafe is installed.
HAMMOND:
Can’t it be destroyed?
TORAN:
Not without taking Ptah’s mothership with it, and the population of an entire
nearby city, as well. Millions will die.
HAMMOND:
Where is this failsafe?
TORAN:
That’s why we need your help. We’re not sure. Ptah stole it from the
laboratory of a long-dead System Lord, Anu. Our operative Nor’tak, a scientist
aboard Ptah’s ship, says that the device arrived without the failsafe, and there
is no record of it even being found on Anu’s planet, your P89-425.
Consulting his books, Daniel speaks to everyone.
DANIEL:
It says here that Anu was the Sumerian God of the Sky. Supposedly he could
control weather, making it storm or hail on his enemies. This could be referring
to the use of the terraforming machine as a weapon. It would make sense that
the Goa’uld masquerading as the god Ptah would desire this technology.
HAMMOND:
How so?
DANIEL:
Well, the Egyptian god Ptah was a creator god. It was believed that he could
speak things into being. Some sources even refer to him as the “architect of the
universe.” It would make sense that he’d want to change the entire course of a
planet, making it habitable or uninhabitable. Designing the universe to fit his
needs.
HAMMOND:
If Ptah got this machine from Anu’s laboratory, is it possible the missing
failsafe could still be there?

DANIEL:
It might be. Or there may be other clues revealing where it could be.
Inscriptions, maps.
HAMMOND:
Knowing how the Goa’uld work, isn’t it likely this Anu stole the device from
another civilization?
TORAN:
Most definitely. And inscriptions or documents in his laboratory may tell us
where we can find this civilization, if the failsafe itself isn’t there. It’s a
teardrop-shaped device with distinctive red markings.
HAMMOND:
(to the player)
I want you to go to P89-425 and see what you can find. Bring back any
inscriptions and let Dr. Jackson here decipher them. We’ll send a MALP
through and see what kind of opposition we’re facing. Dismissed.
You go to the gate room. The SGC sends a MALP through, revealing a seemingly uninhabited world. The
atmosphere shows signs of recovering from a devastating atmospheric event. SAMANTHA CARTER
explains the readings to you and Hammond.
SAMANTHA CARTER:
The atmosphere seems to be recovering from a deadly combination of methane
and CO2 that was introduced into it. It’s possible Anu misused the terraforming
device and caused the atmosphere to become unstable.
HAMMOND
Like what they’re planning to do to P4X-982?
SAMANTHA CARTER:
Exactly, sir. But whatever happened on this planet took place a long time ago.
The atmosphere has once again reached levels habitable for human life.
HAMMOND:
So it’s safe.
SAMANTHA CARTER:
Yes, sir. Atmospherically speaking.
HAMMOND:
Understood.
(to the player)
Good luck.
(At this point, the player can either depart solo, or join with other player SGC members or Tok’ra or Jaffa
allies).
FADE OUT

The player gates to P89-425 and encounters an immense Sumerian ziggurat not far from the Stargate. The
structure towers above the surrounding landscape that is barren and devoid of almost all plant life except a
few scrub bushes. You walk to the ziggurat and enter it. (See map of Anu’s Ziggurat)
The towering structure has obviously been looted extensively over the centuries. Toppled urns, torches, and
smashed machinery litter the halls and chambers. You must find the laboratory, which is on the bottom level
of the pyramid.
Several booby traps must be detected and disengaged to reach this point. The first is a series of corridors and
doors you must pass through, but opening certain doors will trigger staff weapon-like blasts from wallmounted weapons. Each of these can be turned off by their individual panels, or you can shut them all off
with the master panel. Next you need to gain access to certain rooms protected by an invisible energy shield
that delivers a powerful shock when encountered. To do this, you have to find its control panel and pull out
some of the crystals. You next encounter a ring platform that takes you down to the bottom level. (See map
for Anu’s laboratory)
Here lies the laboratory of Anu. It has been completely looted. No weapons, no devices. Several wallmounted blast weapons are still active in a few corridors. You can turn them off using their individual
panels. One of the doors you encounter is locked. Its control panel looks like a schematic diagram, allowing
you to connect different shapes to each other. The key for the correct combination lies on a scroll hidden
behind a shelf in the looted laboratory. Retrieve the scroll and connect the correct shapes on the locked door
control panel. The door slides open to reveal a cuneiform tablet. Take this and return to the Stargate and gate
back to Earth to deliver the inscription to Daniel Jackson.
Reward for Objective 1: XP and an armored vest with boosted defense stats against energy weapons, higher
than what is readily available. This will assist in the next objective, which brings the player in direct contact
with enemy Jaffa.
Consequences of failure: The SGC will not learn the location of the failsafe device, and the terraforming
weapon will complete its task, the planet will become uninhabitable, and millions of people will die.
To minimize griefing on Objective 1: All NPCs inside the SGC are non-killable. The inscription inside the
ziggurat is intangible to players that do not have this quest. The inscription is indestructible. Once inside it,
the ziggurat becomes an instance location (where the player’s party is the only active party there at that
time). The reward will minimize griefing, too, as it is not a powerful weapon that can be used against other
players unfairly.
Objective 2: Sabotage the long-range communication device and the hyperdrive aboard a Goa’uld Ha’tak
to protect the Tok’ra operative’s identity.
INT. SGC BRIEFING ROOM – DAY
In the SGC briefing room, you listen as Daniel translates the inscription to you, Hammond, and Samantha
Carter.
DANIEL:
It’s in cuneiform...it tells of a planet called Quinnessar with a rich repository of
technology. Anu enslaved its inhabitants and captured its scientists, forcing them
to work for him. Eventually the scientists died, and he moved most of the slaves

back to his own planet to labor on his ziggurat. The failsafe could actually still be
on the original planet, if I could figure out where it is.
HAMMOND:
(to player)
As soon as Dr. Jackson learns the Stargate address, I want you to go to this planet
and find the repository. If you locate the failsafe device, bring it back here to the
SGC.
Suddenly there is an unscheduled off-world activation. The Tok’ra representative, Toran, comes through the
gate and joins you in the briefing room.
TORAN:
The identity of our operative on P4X-982 has been discovered. We have urged
her to leave immediately, but she won’t go until she’s successfully shut down
the terraforming weapon. We need your help.
HAMMOND:
What can we do?
TORAN:
Eris, the Goa’uld who learned her identity, already killed a Tok’ra operative in
her employ. She has yet to get word to Ptah, but Nor’tak will not be safe for
much longer. Right now this Goa’uld is in hyperspace, journeying to the
Stargate nearest her location. As soon as she drops out of hyperspace, she will
be able to use her long range communication device to alert Ptah to Nor’tak’s
presence. We must prevent this.
SAMANTHA CARTER
(to Hammond)
Sir, I may be able to calculate where they will next drop out of hyperspace.
HAMMOND:
Do it.
(to Toran)
Do you have a vessel that can intercept them?
TORAN:
Yes. I have an Al’kesh waiting.
HAMMOND:
(to player)
This mission just got riskier. You need to disable their long-range
communication device before they can give away the Tok’ra operative’s
identity.
SAMANTHA CARTER:
Sir, I recommend also disabling their hyperdrive. It would slow their travel to
the nearest Stargate.

HAMMOND:
Excellent idea, Major.
(to player)
You have your mission.
Depart through the gate with the Tok’ra operative.
FADE OUT
Board the Al’kesh and intercept Eris’s Ha’tak when it comes out of hyperspace. Use the transport rings to
ring aboard the Ha’tak (see map of Eris’s Hatak).
Use stealth to sneak into Eris’s chambers. Destroy her long-range communication device before she uses it to
alert Ptah. Sneak to the engine room. Open the panel for the hyperdrive and steal crystals from it to disable
the hyperdrive. If discovered on board, you must combat enemy Jaffa to reach the long-range communication
device and engine room. Interrupting Eris while she is in the middle of sending her alert message will result
in having to battle her directly.
Once both the long-range communication device and the crystals have been destroyed, sneak back to the ring
platform and transport to the waiting Al’kesh. Return to the SGC.
Reward for Objective 2: XP and a one-time-use device that can summon an Asgard ship to beam you out of a
future trouble spot where you are about to be killed.
Consequences of failure: Eris will warn Ptah of the Tok’ra operative, and Nor’tak will be killed. Because she
was the only one who understood how the terraforming weapon works, there is not enough time to find the
failsafe and figure out how to install it in the device. The terraforming weapon completes its task, making the
planet unable to support life.
To minimize griefing on Objective 2: Once aboard it, the Ha’tak becomes an instance location. The longrange communication device and hyperdrive crystals are only destroyable by a player with this particular
objective, and are intangible to players without this objective. Once again, the reward is not a powerful
weapon that can be used against other players unfairly.
Objective 3: Find the failsafe artifact on P3X-442.
INT. SGC BRIEFING ROOM – NIGHT
You have bought the Tok’ra operative some time, but must hurry to find the failsafe artifact that can shut
down the terraforming device. Meet Daniel Jackson and General Hammond in the briefing room at the SGC.
DANIEL:
From the narrative on the inscription you brought back, I think I’ve pinpointed
the location of the planet and this repository. It talks about “a great rounded
temple,” or sarkashish, and the Six Pillars of Protection. I searched through the
mission logs, and found an area on P3X-442 that closely matches this
description. The original exploration team was unable to find a way into the
temple. This could be the repository we’re looking for.

HAMMOND:
Good work, Dr. Jackson.
(to player)
I want you to gate to this world and locate the temple. Find the artifact, if it
exists, and dial home for further radio instructions before leaving for P4X-982.
FADE OUT
Gate to P3X-442 and emerge from the Stargate. (See map of exterior of P3X-442) Before you looms an
amazing temple with a number of rounded turrets on top. Six huge spires rise on all sides of it. You walk
toward the temple but see no visible entrances. Dense forests surround the area. On the east side of the
temple, you find a metal plate with a star-shaped depression. On the west side is a crescent-moon shaped
depression. The six spires all bear triangular markings (refer to map of exterior of P3X-442 for markings).
As you search the perimeter, you encounter a small group of locals. They are technologically, primitive,
prior scientific knowledge of their people now long lost under Goa’uld oppression.
On the east side of the temple stand four ancient outbuildings. All of them are protected by glowing energy
shields. One contains a star-shaped metal plaque above a control panel (ancient outbuilding 3 on the map).
Another contains a moon-shaped metal plaque above a control panel (ancient outbuilding 1 on the map). The
triangular building bears no markings at all, and neither does the fourth (ancient outbuilding 2 on the map).
Near the village stands a stele with a carving upon it:

You examine it, and realize that it is a representation of some basic atomic configurations: water, with an
oxygen atom joined with two smaller hydrogen atoms; air, represented as two oxygen atoms; and finally a
star’s radiation bouncing off the planet, meaning ozone, represented by three oxygen atoms.
A little more searching reveals a stone pedestal to the north. The pedestal has a control panel:

You activate the panel by using the information from the stele, pressing the atom buttons in correspondence
with the order of pictographs: water, air, ozone. The pedestal slides to the side, revealing a set of stone stairs.
You descend the stairs to a little control room with another control panel and a large green button. When you
press this button and return up the stairs, you find the energy shields around the four outbuildings down,
making them accessible: Three have no visible entrances. Outbuilding 1 and 3 have this control panel:

One outbuilding (ancient outbuilding 2 on the map), however, has a door which slides open, admitting you.
Inside stands a stele:

On the opposite wall, a small mural has been painted:

Return to the outbuilding with the star-shaped plaque on the wall. On its control panel, enter the code for the
star, found on the stele inside outbuilding 2. A door slides open to reveal a star-shaped device sitting atop a
pedestal. Take the device and leave.
At the outbuilding with the crescent-moon shaped plaque, enter the code for the moon, found on the stele
inside the outbuilding. A door slides open to reveal a star-shaped device sitting atop a pedestal. Take the
device and return to the main temple.
Insert the moon- and star-shaped devices into the depressions in the east and west walls of the temple. When
both devices are in place, a door slides open on the south face of the temple. Enter the temple (see map of
P3X-442 temple interior). A long hallway lies beyond, lined with elaborate columns, and ending in a
magnificent set of double doors with inlays of gleaming copper and lapis lazuli. You reach the doors, but
they will not open. Set inside the door are two more depressions -- this time they are shaped like a castle and
a tree.

You backtrack. Some doors in the main hallway are blocked off by an energy shield. Others have a circle in
the floor before them, but do not open. To open these doors, you need a device that will activate them when
you stand in the circles. Exit the temple to find the device.
Remembering the mural inside ancient outbuilding 2, and the markings on the spires, go to each spire and
press its markings in the order depicted on the mural. A door slides open in the triangular outbuilding. Inside
lies a round device on a pedestal. Retrieve it and return to the temple. Now, when you stand on the circles
before the doors, they slide open.
Locate the control panel to shut off the energy shields and deactivate them. This allows you access into more
of the temple. One door is different from the others, however, and sports a comet carved into its stone, and a
familiar control panel:

Enter the code for the comet, found on the stele inside outbuilding 2. The door slides open to reveal a cometshaped device on a pedestal. Bring this device to the pedestal with the comet-shaped depression, and insert
the comet device. The pedestal slides aside, revealing another set of stairs descending into the darkness..
Go down the stairs and find a vast room with a dark floor (see starchart room map for P3X-442). A huge
starchart hangs on one wall. When you walk across the floor, the large dark tiles light up as you step on
them. When you step on them again, they go black. At the far end of the room stand two empty pedestals.
When you cross to the pedestals, all the lighted tiles go dark, and the image of a tree appears on the floor.
When you step on the tiles again, the tree image vanishes.
You must walk to the starchart, find a constellation that looks like a tree, and then step on the tiles to recreate
the constellation on the floor. When you do this, a tree-shaped device appears on one of the pedestals. When
you pick it up, the floor goes dark, and an image of a castle appears. You must repeat the process you
undertook with the tree image, by finding the constellation that looks like a castle and recreating it on the
tiles. The castle-shaped device will appear on the other pedestal.
Return to the double doors with the castle- and tree-shaped depressions. Insert the two matching devices, and
the doors slide open (see map for failsafe artifact area on P3X-442). A huge pit lies beyond, seemingly
bottomless. A tiny platform and pedestal stand next to the door. But instead of the usual depression, a
number of chevrons are represented. Press the point of origin for P3X-442 (which you have in your
possession for your next dial-in to P4X-982). A bridge emerges, crossing the gap.

Once you reach the other side, a door slides open, admitting you into an amazing repository of strange
technology -- huge, bulky machines and crystalline control panels. You search the room for a small teardropshaped device with distinctive red markings. You find it behind one of the hulking machines. It perfectly
matches the description.
Back at the Stargate, dial into the SGC and use the MALP to send back a video feed of the artifact. Toran
confirms this is the correct device, and Hammond orders you to gate immediately to P4X-982.
Reward for Objective 3: XP and limited-use Re’tu phase technology that allows the player to disappear from
enemy view for a few seconds at a time.
To minimize griefing on Objective 3: The shaped devices that fit inside depressions, as well as the failsafe
artifact inside the temple, are intangible to players that do not have this quest. Likewise, all these objects are
indestructible, as is the control panel with the chevrons. Once inside it, the temple becomes an instance
location so that griefers cannot repeatedly kill the character while they are trying to complete the objective.
The Re’tu phase technology is a limited use item that eventually runs out of power.
Objective 4: Deliver the failsafe artifact to the Tok’ra operative on P4X-982 and escape from Ptah’s
mothership.
From P3X-442, gate directly to P4X-982. Shoot the Jaffa guards next to the gate. You see Ptah’s Ha’tak,
which is currently docked on top of a pyramid. Huge clouds of black, toxic smoke billow from several large
vents in the side of the mothership. The deadly terraforming has already begun, and it obscures the scenery
in all directions. You can only make out details in the area right next to the mothership. A vast city sprawls at
the feet of the pyramid, with towering buildings and many people running in terror from the spreading black
clouds. Use the ring transport nearby to ring up to the mothership (see map for Ptah’s Ha’tak).
Once inside, sneak to the laboratory of the Tok’ra scientist. If you are detected, you must use combat to get
by or defeat the enemy Jaffa and Serpent Guards. Avoid Ptah himself, because if you are caught by him, he
will be very difficult to render helpless so you can escape. However, your new Re’tu phasing technology can
aid your escape if you are detected.
Once you find the lab, you get your first glimpse of the dreaded terraforming device itself. You see its huge
pipes snaking out, connecting with the vents, which continue to spill out noxious gas into the atmosphere.
You find Nor’tak near the machine and give her the failsafe artifact. She installs it in the machine, and it
begins to meld all the inner mechanisms together, rendering the device useless.
Now you must escape the mothership. The enemy Jaffa have been alerted to the sabotage of the terraforming
machine, and seek you out. Sneak or fight your way back to the ring transport. When you ring back to the
Stargate, you turn to see the “wow moment” (the big, cinematic pay off scene for this mission) -- all of the
black, hazardous clouds sweeping back inside the mothership, leaving stunning scenery in their wake -snowcapped peaks, sunlit valleys, sparkling rivers. A resounding cheer echoes up from the city at the base of
the pyramid. You’ve done it!
Gate back to the SGC with Nor’tak.
Rewards for Objective 4:
1) Upon delivering the artifact to the Tok’ra operative, you receive XP and a limited shot staff
weapon that Nor’tak has modified to deliver its energy burst in a several directions simultaneously. This will
be greatly effective against enemy Jaffa once they have discovered that the terraforming device has been
sabotaged and come looking for you.

2) Upon returning to the SGC with the mission successfully accomplished, you receive XP, a Zat-gun
with boosted accuracy (greater than what is readily available to the average player), and a unique costume
piece that will distinguish you from other players.
Consequences of failure: If you do not deliver the artifact to the Tok’ra operative, the terraforming machine
finishes its deadly task, and the mothership leaves the planet a wasteland.
To minimize griefing on Objective 4: Once you ring up to the mothership, it becomes an instance location.
The Tok’ra scientist cannot be killed by player characters. The terraforming device will be intangible to
players who do not have this quest. The limited-shot staff weapon is boosted by a power source inside Ptah’s
mothership. Once you have left the mothership (and the instance location) the staff weapon reverts to a
regular staff weapon (or can overload and completely meltdown). This will make the powerful weapon
unavailable in player vs. player locations, so griefers cannot use it to kill their victims. And because Ptah’s
Ha’tak is an instance location, a player attaining the modified staff weapon cannot use it on board the ship to
grief other players.
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REQUIRED LISTS FOR STARGATE WORLDS MISSION TEST
“DEATH CLOUD”
CINEMATICS
MAPS
NPCs
MOBs
ITEMS NEEDED FOR MISSION COMPLETION
LOOT
CINEMATICS:
1) Upon gating to P89-425, player sees a sweeping view of Anu’s ziggurat, standing stark against a desolate
wasteland with only a few straggling bushes
2) Upon arrival on P3X-442, camera flies over the surrounding terrain, revealing an eight-sided towering
white temple with five rounded turrets equally spaced on the top. Five huge freestanding spires rise near the
temple.
3) Upon arrival on P4X-982, player sees a sweeping view of Ptah’s mothership docked on a pyramid, with
black, toxic smoke billowing out from vents in the ship’s side. This noxious cloud sweeps over the city
sprawled at the pyramid’s base.
4) After sabotaging the terraforming weapon, the player sees all of the black, hazardous clouds sweeping
back inside the mothership, leaving stunning scenery in their wake -- snowcapped peaks, sunlit valleys,
sparkling rivers. A resounding cheer echoes up from the city at the base of the pyramid.
MAPS:
Please see separate map files, attached to original e-mail
NPCs:
1) TORAN, a male Tok’ra operative who alerts the SGC to the terraforming weapon situation. Wears the
traditional clothing style of the Tok’ra.
2) DANIEL JACKSON, an archaeologist with the SGC
3) GENERAL GEORGE HAMMOND, commander of the SGC
4) SAMANTHA CARTER, astrophysicist with the SGC
5) NOR’TAK, a female Tok’ra operative and scientist aboard Ptah’s vessel
6) ERIS, enemy Goa’uld who learns Nor’tak’s identity. Masquerading as the Greek goddess of discord and
strife, she dresses in clothes of ancient Greece -- elaborate robes with gold embroidery, golden laurels in her
hair

7) PTAH, enemy Goa’uld who threatens the people of P4X-982 with the terraforming weapon.
Masquerading as the Egyptian creator god, he dresses like an Egyptian pharaoh, long sweeping white robes,
lots of gold bracelets and arm bands, elaborate Egyptian headdress
8) SGC personnel controlling gate room
9) Primitive citizens of P3X-442 -- they dress in woolen tunics with hemp belts and satchels, very agrarian in
appearance
MOBs:
1) Jaffa and Serpent Guards aboard Eris’s Ha’tak -- have ability to fire on player with zat-guns and staff
weapons
2) Ptah’s Jaffa guarding gate on P4X-982 -- have ability to fire on player with zat-guns and staff weapons
3) Jaffa and Serpent Guards aboard Ptah’s vessel -- have ability to fire on player with zat-guns and staff
weapons
ITEMS NEEDED FOR MISSION COMPLETION:
1) Clay cuneiform tablet found on P89-425
2) a star-shaped device found on P3X-442
3) a moon-shaped device found on P3X-442
4) a comet-shaped device found on P3X-442
5) a tree-shaped device found on P3X-442
6) a castle-shaped device found on P3X-442
7) the failsafe, a small teardrop-shaped device with distinctive red markings, found on P3X-442
LOOT:
Loot for Objective 1: an armored vest with boosted defense stats against energy weapons, higher than what
is readily available. Assists in the next objective, which brings the player in direct contact with enemy Jaffa.
Loot for Objective 2: a one-time-use device that can summon an Asgard ship to beam you out of a future
trouble spot where you are about to be killed.
Loot for Objective 3: a limited-use Re’tu phase technology that allows the player to disappear from enemy
view for a few seconds at a time. This will help in Objective 4 of the mission, when you need to hide aboard
Ptah’s vessel
Loot for Objective 4: a limited shot staff weapon that Nor’tak has modified to deliver its energy burst in a
several directions simultaneously. This will be greatly effective against enemy Jaffa once they have
discovered that the terraforming device has been sabotaged and come looking for you. Player also receives a
Zat-gun with boosted accuracy (greater than what is readily available to the player), and a unique costume
piece that will distinguish the player from other players.
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